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Army Nltional Guard Aviation Warfighting Simulation Strategy 
(A VWSS) Effort. 
Final Report 
The purpose of this endorsement is to clarify the position of the University of Central 
Florida - Institute for Simulation and Training (UCF-IST) regarding the termination and 
deliverables for the A VWSS Statement of Work (SOW). 
Based on the SOW there are no deliverables required based upon the September 
30, 1995 termination date. This termination was based on the fact that contracting official 
for both Amerlnd and the National Guard Bureau refused to recognize UCF-IST as being 
an educational institution. The further contention from both contracting offices was that 
work performed as part of the Aviation Reconfigurablt: Manned Simulator (ARMS) 
contract by UCF-IST was not considered research. This has been a legal point of dispute 
between UCF contracting personnel and Amerlnd from the beginning which apparently 
could not be resolved. The situation has a direct bearing on what material can be provided 
as a deliverable, at this point of close out. 
During the course of contract negotiations with representatives of Amerlnd for the 
ARMS effort, 1ST received seven different statements of work (SOW). The latest 
statement has not incorporated any of the previously agreed upon wording modifications 
indicating our educational and research status. These changes were provided orally and 
through correspondence between both program managers and contract officials with 
assurance that each would incorporated in the following SOW. 
Material and sources of information that were located and copied for the FEA and 
development of the TEA workplan were done under the Federal Copyright Laws "Fair 
Use Claus for Educational Purposes": 
17 USC Sec. 107 01124/94 
TITLE 17 - COPYRIGHTS 
CHAPTER 1 - SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT 
Sec. 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use 
ST A TUTE- Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair 
use of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in 
copies or phonorecords or by any other means specified by that 
section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, 
teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), 
scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. In 




















is a fair use the factors to be considered shall indude -
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether 
such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit 
educational purposes; 
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work; 
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in 
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and 
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or 
value of the copyrighted work. 
The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding 
of fair use if such finding is made upon consideration of all the 
above factors. 
-SOURCE- Pub. L. 94-553, title I, Sec. 101, Oct. 19, 1976, 90 Stat. 2546; 
Pub. L. 101-650, title VI, Sec. 607, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5132; 
Pub. L. 102-492, Oct. 24,1992,106 Stat. 3145. 
1ST would be in violation of copyright laws if the actual copies of the articles that 
were reproduced or provided through inter library transmission were passed on as a 
deliverable based on neither AMERIND nor NGB recognizing the educational status of 
1ST. 
As an integral part ofUCF, 1ST is a not-for-profit educational institute, along 
with all other departments and organizations within the University. This status allows 
UCF-IST to access and utilize software without cost. The original workplan included the 
utilization of software that was provided to the Institute as an educational research 
facility at "no cost" for use in both the FEA and TEA. Information developed was placed 
in data base format for importation into this requirement system software. As a result the 
material that was obtained is in a format that would have cross referenced collective, 
individual and other tasks to the simulator requirements. For each task this same software 
would have provided a cross reference of the available literature for justification of each of 
the identified requirements. Due to the termination of the contract the material is in the 
format to feed the requirement system software and not as a finished product. 
Since the beginning of this effort, 1ST has placed the mission of meeting very 
aggressive timelines and being a proactive part of a very diverse team of agencies, with 
widely varied capabilities and experiences, that would provide NGB Aviation with the 
necessary information to acquire the right training intervention, i.e. a reconfgurable 
simulator system. While the program is extremely imrortant so is the status of this 
institute as an educational research facility. Within the constraints already mentioned the 




















Army Nltional Guard Aviation Warfighting Simulation Strategy 
(A VWSS) Effort Final Report 
I. PURPOSE OF EFFORT 
The Anny National Guard identified a requirement tc develop an Aviation Simulation 
and Training Strategy (AS 15) and to develop an Aviation Reconfigurable Manned Simulata-
(ARMS) to meet immediate and long-term training and opemtional HIJ.uirements within the 
ARNG. Development of training and simulation alternatives must meet the ARNGunique 
requirements and contribute to main1aining reooiness and safety rtIJ.uirements. It is the intent 
to develop, buiki and depby an Avi<tion ReconfigurableManned Sirrulator(s) (ARMS) for 
two or more of the following type aircraft: UH-1, UH-60, AH-1, AH-64A, OH-58D, CH-
47D, C-12, C-23, and C-26; (Fixed wing: C-12, C-23 and C-26, with reconfigurable 
requirements being different from rotary wing based on study reccmmendations) . 
D. OBJECTIVES OF THE 1ST EFFORT 
1. Conduct a ARMS Front-End Analysis (FEA) analyzing ARMS requirements 
and alternatives. 
2. Conduct a survey examining the reconfigurable simulaiJr market for the purpose 
of identifying and collecting the required acquisitirn support informatioo and 
data. 
3. Assess commercial technologies and available simulators that exist off the 
shelf today (COTS) that might improve training within NGB Aviation Branch. 
4. Analy2C simulata- training efficiencies and dlficiencies. 
5. Construct a matrix of functional requirements and technical capabilities for use in 
preparing prototype ARMS procurement doc:umentaion. 
6. Develop a concept for a ARMS prototype which meets the folbwing design 
goals : 
- Less than $1. Q\1 per platform 
- Transportable 
- Recoofigurableoptions for UH-1, UH-60, AH-1, AH-64A, CH-47D, 
OH-58D 
- DIS,cA IT core compliant 
- LANM' AN networkable plus stand-alone capability 
7. Develop a modified Training Effectiveness Analysis (TEA) work plan. The 
modified TEA will assess the applicci>ility of simulatioo initiatives as they relate 
to ARMS 
01. REQUIREMENTS 
To achieve this objective, the following educational research and analysis activities 
were needed to identify the following requirements: 
1. Determine the needs for simulators or related technology to improve readiness 
and performance of NGB aviation assets. 
2. Prepare a proposed strategic plan for utilizing :;imulation or related technology to 
address both individual and collective training requirements. This initiative will 




















3. Identify existing DoD and commercial simulators or related technologies which 
could be applied to (1) and (2) with outcomes which could possibly improve NGB 
aviation training needs. 
4. Identify potential improvement ofNGB aviation individual and collective training 
programs that could result from this investigation. 
IV. ASSESSMENT METHODS 
1. Conduct literature search of all known indexes and directories to gather names of 
firms operating in the simulator development, production or distribution markets, 
since 1990. 
2. Through maille-mail surveys and telephonic requests, gather initial information 
and quantitative and qualitative data for analysis. 
3. Conduct field interviews to frame options available within the current market. 
Products that appear to have an application will receive additional analysis 
through follow-up field interviews to develop additional quantitative and 
qualitative data. 
4. Conduct telephone interviews to verify and supplement data gathered through the 
mail and field surveys. 
V. CONDUCT OF THE EFFORT 
The effort was scheduled to be conducted in three phases: 
1. Phase 1 focused on identifying, collecting, and sorting data. Phase-l flowchart 
(see Enclosure 1) provides a graphic framework of key requirements and 
activities needed to complete the initial research effort. An explanation of each 
activity and status at time of termination of contract is provided below: 
- Conduct initial analysis to further define scope of effort scope through 
research of individual and collective requirements contained in military 
training documents. 
- Conduct a complete review of both individual and collective tasks for pilots 
and crews to verify that the products surveyed would enhance the training 
environment for the NGB aviation community. 
- Identify existing products most likely to satisfy all or part or the 
requirements based upon types of functionality . 
- Conduct survey focusing on key market s(:gments involving either users of 
similar products or producers of such products. Five areas will be surveyed: 
• Commercial products currently on the market that meet some or all of 
the requirements stated in the strategy and requirements analysis. 
• The survey will include software producers (distributors of software) 
and 






















• InternetIWorld Wide Web (WWW) si':es (see Enclosure 6) including 
directories and current technology applications in the fields of simulators 
and training. 
• Other government agencies and commercial firms for the purpose of 
determining availability of programs that are currently using simulators 
for similar requirements . 
- Information and data received will be sort·ed into four categories for analysis 





Available software that is applicable 
Available hardware that is applicable 
Training usage of current products 
Other applicable data and information 
2. Phase 2 and 3 will focus on the identification, collection, and sorting of data. 
Phase-2 Flowchart (see Enclosure 7) provides a graphic framework of the key 
requirements for the analysis . An explanation of each event is provided below: 
- A technical analysis will be conducted to determine how well each of the 
products will enhance the training environment for NGB aviation units. The 
areas of enhanced individual training and increased unit readiness will be 
the basis of the analysis. Specific capabilities (or lack thereof) for each 
simulator will be examined during this phase. 
- A separate overhead analysis will be conducted comparing the same 
simulators/products based on cost, hardware and long-term maintenance 
factors. 
- Based on completion of the overhead and technical analyses, a comparative 
analysis will be conducted during Phase 3 on all relevant aspects of 
available simulators/products, resulting in a modified TEA. 
VI. STATUS 
1. Phase 1 of the effort was just underway when the effort was terminated. The 
signed contract was received on September 7, 1995 and notification of 
termination was received on September 25, 1995. Prior to the September 7 date, 
1ST initiated work activities on the project based upon verbal agreements from the 
prime contractor, AmerInd. 
2. Additionally, individual and collective tasks for three aircraft were converted into 
a database file for future importation into a system requirement software package. 
Subject matter experts who were scheduled to review this database failed to show 
on pre-determined dates. Additional information that was to be provided by the 
NGB has not been received as of this date. 


















Source or Type of Infonnation Number of Items Located No. of Items Selected 
for Analysis· 
Articles 133 96 
Publications 129 97 
Internet Sites 1170 783 
Databases 46 37 
Books 152 8 
Training Manuals 38 21 
Conference Proceedings 42 13 
COTS Literature 234 0 
Other Infonnation Sources 78 39 
Total 2022 1094 
• Note 1 - Material obtained was under the copyright fair use law for educational research. 
VII. ASSESSMENT OF EFFORT 
As stated above, the 1ST effort had just gotten underway on September 22, when the 
fonnal notice of tennination was received. Up until th(~ fonnal notice, the verbal direction 
from the Amerlnd PM had been to continue as planned and 1ST was moving out in a 
brisk manner. Unfortunately, as in any study, a couple of weeks of actual start up was 
involved, including the initial literature collection and first cut review of titles and 
abstracts. This plus the coordination and conduct of the SME board in late August were 
the essence of the work effort able to be completed in the initial weeks of the effort. At 
the time of the notice of termination, the first site visit was in progress by the key 
principle researchers and the research assistants were just beginning the laborious task of 
sorting through lengthy lists of potential titles and abstracts to sort them for fonnal 
analysis and review. The products of these efforts consisted of preparation for analysis, 
not any true analysis, thus the presentation of lists and descriptive infonnation. 
The need for a reconfigurable simulator is essential for the future ofNGB 
Aviation. Since the beginning 1ST placed upper most the mission of meeting timelines 
and being part of a team made up of players with dive:rse capabilities that would provide 
NGB Aviation with a reconfigurable simulator capability . The research opportunities this 
program provided were within the purview of the Inst:.tute charter and were believed to 
be consistent with the goals of the NGB Aviation goals. As was stated from the 
beginning, the role of the Institute was to integrate research findings and expand the 
knowledge of the community on improved methods for conducting FEA work on 
simulation based projects. However, the approach taken would have to be within the 
constraints of academic standards and our charter. Within these constraints the item s that 























Enclosure 1 - Phase 1 flow chart 
Enc10su re 2 - Phase 2 and 3 flow chart 
Enclosure 3 - Internet search results on helicopter simulation 
Enclosure 4 - Internet search results on helicopters 
Enclosure 5 - Internet search results on aircraft simulation 
Enclosure 6 - Internet search results on simulation training 
Enclosure 7 - Database and diskette on literature/publication research (due to termination, 
database not complete) 




FLOWCHART FOR MODEL SURVEY 




















































FLOWCHART FOR MODELSURVEY 
























I WebCrawler Search Results 
I The query "helicopter simulation" found 45 documents and returned 45: 
I 100 EEED Modeling and Simulation 052 Computational Aeroacoustics 
047 Air Affair's Aviation Web Hotlist 
I 043 The World-Wide Web Virtual Library: Aviation 043 flle 'World-Wide Web Virtual Library: Aviation 
039 .S.1asc.b¥J! .. ~Q!lWtWE I 032 Visual Solutions COl]Orate home page 
030 SINTEr Safety and Reliability. Section for Systems Safety 
I 
030 The SurvivabilityiLetbality Analysis Directorate 
027 Region of Activities 
026 KrzysztofP. Jankowski's Home Page 
I ~~~ ~~~!~~:~1~~~~~=.~~~~.~OG 
015 Facultv Areas oflnterest (for Senior Project Students) 






IMMERSIVE TUTORING SYSTEMS: VIRTUAL REALITY AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
Il'vfA1ERSIVE TUTORING SYSTEMS: VIRTUAL REALITY AND EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
THESEUS P.A.D. 
011 UTIAS Reports 
009 ftP-:ilt~!Llrr~l?m1~Jaf(;.:J!!!.~U<lY!.lm}J/t~9.bI~m1~fl.<.!!.gL93.L~J?~r~9.t~:.9..4 
I 009 The Hot Line 009 Mechanical Engineeling M. S. 
009 NNRC Mission Statement 
I 008 008 










I 003 003 
003 




http://vvwvv. scorec.rpi. edu/pubs93. tCh1 
The Centre for Satellite Engineering (CSER) Research Group 
Super Mac Game Archive 
Cal Polv Aero Course List 
BOREAS - Scientific Papers 
The Risks Digest Index to Volume 7 
GAME.s .. S~9.ti<;m 
1995 AIAA Publications Catalog 
The MilitalY WWW/FTP Sites List 
Windows Games 
gopher:llpxa.parks. slu. edu/OO/.J>arks College Infonnation/. Campus 
http://www. aviation. ruue. edulMacSHAP A uses.html 
gopher:! Ifoxbat. techno. ru/OO/pub/msdosl games! simcity. 2000. faq 
MiLQ~~_IW'bm~_L!!b.Q.Ll!lQ!YRes~ar~b. 
AFO AcronVIns I 001 Preliminary Programme - POltoroz 1995 
001 gopher:l/venus. ubishops. ca/OO/humourl old! sex/job description. t"'-1 
I 
001 http://\\'ww.icba.com/streport/stl132.str 
000 What's New Too! 
000 What's New With NCSA Mosaic 
I 
Informationi. course 
I WebCrawler Search Results 
I The query "helicopter" found 336 documents and returned 100: 
I 100 RotorNet Helicopters 078 Helicopters 
059 Boeing CH-47D Chinook Helicopter 
I 042 SAFARI HELICOPTERS HOME PAGE 042 SAFARI HELICOPTERS HOJt..1EPAGE 
042 RC Airplanes and Helicopters 
I 035 Little Black Helicopter Page 028 BLACK HELICOPTERS AND BLUE HELMETS ARE GOJNG TO GET US. 
010 Aviation Digest 
010 Human Computer Interaction Laboratory's Home Page 
010 AN PHOBLACHTIREPUBLICAN NEWS 
I 
010 Elegance Network 
010 SINTEF Safety and Reliability. Section for Systems Safety 
009 Campbell River, BC 
I 
009 Marc-David's Chunk of the WEB -- Airlines of the WEB 
008 USS_S.AIP A.N J:I..9.m~J>ag~ 
008 Vinayak's Home Page I 008 Vinayak's Home Page 

























I 006 006 
006 
I 006 006 
006 
I 006 006 
006 
I 006 006 
006 
I 006 006 
006 
I 006 006 
006 I 006 
006 
006 
I 006 006 
006 I 006 
006 
006 I 006 
006 
006 
I 006 006 
I 
s.r.c PhJ>J.~LGJ~ll~ry 
Palo Alto Airp0I1 Home Page (PAO) 
AUFORA - Cattle Mutilations 
Boeing 
Talent Agency, Telluride 
Wizard Yachts Ltd: HMS Britannia 
MICROWEB CITY - Home Page 
Afu£!!A.!!p.~t.MiQQJ~ .. E.!t~t~I!LAirlin~~ 
Emergency Medical Service Air Caniers 
Welcome - Rick Amatl 
Aero. com 
European Airlines 
ROTARY AIR FORCE 
Aloha from Hawaii - Ohana 
MAME STUDENT INFORMAION 
Ka~.~b .. H.~w.~ii 
'[be current status ofG.A.U.S. 
The Windward Brass Quintet 
MAMEatSU 
BRANSON ALTERNATIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
Carl's Horne Page 
Richard van der Bmgge, my homepage 
~~SICircuits JpfoHaus .Pag~ 
The Boeing Company 
Bay of Plenty REGIONAL Council- Tourist lnfonnation 
Whirligigs - For Fun or Profit! 
Gallery of Photos 
Aero.com 
KrzysztofP. Jankowski's Horne Page 
hnp;! Iwww.wish.orglwishlmawstry.html 
Institut fur Flugmechanik 
http://bicc.uni-bonn.de/weaponslcfe.html 
Pacific Information Exchange - Tours of the City 
http://warlord.safb.afmillaircraft.html 
Superbatics '95 Home Page 





Quaker City Institute of Aviation 
http://warlord.safb.afmilldesert.html 
Becknet HyperWeb Horne Page 
The Alaskan Mall List 
Ja~ra Jebin T.QJ!tUJ_the TAG Ot]JmY_M~.IJ 
Oil Spill Trajectories 
AN PHOBLACHTIREPUBLICAN NEWS 
Viet Nam veteran - experience and links 
NCEMSF Home Page 
... PHOTODELIVERY .. . 






















I WebCrawler Search Results 
I The query "helicopter" found 336 documents and returned 100 (results 10 I - 200): 
I 006 David Preston's Home Page in Hawaii 006 Travel to Orlando, Florida - Attraction Vacation Destination of the World! 
006 
I 006 006 
006 
I 006 005 David M. Levennore 
005 Activities 
I 005 005 Building Boomerangs Shining Time Station 
Happy Tours 










Jim O'Shea's Home Page 
Urban's Swedish ruilitalY aviation page 





Visual Solutions corporate home page 
This is a pointer to ... 
~PT JtL.~_CK I}AR.:r..s_CHARTE.B:S 
I 005 Left Hand Design Corporation 005 This is a pointer to ... 
005 Napa Vaney, CA [CityLink] I 005 What's new '\vith this server 
005 NYUr3J!~ortation 
005 Scenic Airlines I 005 SPC competency - RCS Measurement 
005 University Medical Center 
005 AUFORA - Military Bases I 005 The SurvivabilitylLethality Analysis Directorate 
005 Harry T. Shamansky, Ph.D., P.E. 
I ~~: ~;~i~;~~~epage 
004 **GOLDPAGESot<*TRA VEL: 
I 004 ROYCE & DENISE 004 New Products Development Group- Project Desc 
004 Scenic Airlines 
I 004 Region of Activities 004 Eleg@_9.~J~f~.twQ..!k 
004 Computational Aeroacoustics I 004 Telecommunications Research Center CTRC), Arizona State University 
004 C&D Byrd Enterprises WWW Home Page 
004 Other Hawaii Links I 004 AM. Services Chauffeur Drive 
004 AOLN Company Information I 004 Escape Artist Tours Inc. Home Page 









I 003 003 
003 
I 003 003 
003 








I 003 003 
003 







Tony Entwistle's Fly Fishing 
The America Mall 
Optical Radiation Corporation 
For Sale -lntemational Work - Support - Barge 
President's Rocky MOWltam Golf Tour 
The Gdmera Home Page 
P'~YjJJgi.my.~!1~j.Q1!~ 
Facultv Areas of Interest (for Senior Project Students> 
Reflections-Photographv by Martin Wyand 
Xplore Hawai'i 
http://fse.fh-darmstadtde/grow/in£oslhemp.htm 
Futw·eNet: Sega Power 
Destination: Catalina 
Lynn's Home Page 
RIACS (Research Institute for Advanced Computer Science) Home Page 
Directorv of Hang gliding and Paragliding Home Pages Page 
THE GRANTS' HOME PAGE 
Photo Tour of Hawaii 
Th~_m!r~pj~LS~~_:...Air-=--SPJtg~:-.M\!~~qm..H.Q.m._~J~_~g.~ 
Staschkc Consulting 
Aviation Image Archives 
Engineering Electromagnetics 
Back to the Ealth 
Adventure Travel in the Canadian Wilderness, by Carefree Travel 
Emergency Services WWW Sites 
AN PHOBlACHTIREPUBLICAN NEWS 
OFFICE OF NOAA CORPS OPERATIONS 
I 
002 USA Direct Tours, Inc. 
002 Problems in Web Fiction 
002 E.l!&~!!.~..Q~~hl~n 
I 002 http ://204.49.53.2/edc/tcmcn.htm 002 The Hot Line 
002 Vulture's Row Home Page 
I 002 The World's Most Awesome Page { .. . Sort oD 002 TSD Archive 
002 http://gladstone.uoregon.edw-ambiente/ 




























I WebCrawler Search Results 
I The query "helicopter" found 336 documents and returned 100 (results 201 - 300): 
I 002 002 
002 







Binningham, AL USA: Southern Museum of Flight 
Sonic Bloom - Horne Page 
hnp.;l!.~~~:.~_~~:n~ll.::'~!Wg.Q.r.kl.~l.mg.9.Qr.kl~:.b.t~~ 
The Free Software /Shareware Shack 
Rodney King and the Los Angeles Riots 
Mechanical Englneering M.S. 
THESEUS P.A.D. 
SABRE 
I 002 METROSCOPE: Los Angeles 002 Louisville Wheelmen 
002 A~LPHQ~LA.C..HILRE..PJlB.LIC.!.\N.NE.W..S. 
I 002 002 
002 
I 002 002 
002 I 002 
002 
























Empire Mall by Sean Moloney & Associates 413.584.3737 
http://v.;wvv. scorec.rpi. eduJpubs94. tex1 
Abusive expressions about someones Mother 
Empire Mall by Sean Moloney & Associates 413.584.3737 
Travels and Tours Extraordinaire in World Class Style! *Your* Agent is Michael Faries! . 
I2Q}yhY.L~~~~~ 
Portland International Airport 
] 995 AIAA Publications Catalog 
Escapade 
Camel Trophy Report 
Bekana Island for Sale - tropical paradise - Fiji 
Hype's Nostalgic Wave - A Continuing Search for Pop Culture Icons from the Past! 
COMPOSITES: AN INSIDER'S TECHNICAl, GUIDE TO CORPORATE AMERICA'S ACTIVITIES 
Hype's Nostalgic Wave - A Continuing Search for Pop Culture Icons from the Past! 
The Aircraft ofNAS Whidbey Island 
Hawaiian Vacations 
Boring Sites 
Adventure Travel in the Canadian Wildemess, by Carefree Travel 
Nifty Fift" Games Network Sept. / Oct. 95 
Super Mac Game Arch.ive 
.sl~.l!mQ.oat A -N ~tj.sJ~1!mJ;>_Q~LM.~.g~~~ 
World Wide Web Links 
] 945-1995 Liberation Memorial Party 
Neighborhood News 
Major Manufacturers Sector of the LBMF 
Goldfield Ghost Town and Mine Tours, Inc. - LP 
I 001 Cmtchfield - Home Audio 
001 Personal w:w:w.'p~es QP..M~tr..QP.~t 
I 
001 Adam Clark 
001 HiTech Aviation Marketing 
001 The World's Most Awesome Page ( ... S011 of) 
I 001 Boring Sites 001 Airfields and Pavements Division 
001 About SkyScrapers I 001 Business Marketing Technology 
I 001 A~i~ljQ!!_JQ_k~~ 
001 Windows Games 
I 
001 Futw-eNet - Videogames 
001 Fed Ex Facts 




GORP - Alaska Resource Listings 





'The Centre for Satellite Engineering (CSER) Research Group 
Aviation 





Acro!,J?acc Robotics Laboratory Guc!'1 Book 
Cal Polv Aero Course List 







I 001 001 
001 
British Columbia Business - Canada Online Directory 
Ethical, Political and Legal Sites on the Web 
Amadan's homcpage 
BONG Bull No. 3241 
BONG Bun No. 2761 I 001 001 Covering Somalia: A Journalist in Mogadishu 
001 ~~iliQwepag~ 
I 001 BONG Bull No. 3251 000 gopher:/ Ivenus. ubishops. ca/OO/humour/old/sex/job description.l>..1 
000 Indonesia Investment 
I 000 ftp://ickenhamisu.edulpub/rc-flying.faql 000 BOREAS - Results Summary 
000 Smitty's Gen X Page 
I 000 Steven Wriggt Jokes 000 gopher:! /foxbat. techno.rnlOO/pub/msdos/gameS/simcity.2000.faq 
000 PM TECH UPDATE ARCHIVE 








000 General Oceania Info 

















MGH Neurosurgery: Guide for Medical Students 
11!~J~_1Ly.~LAyjatiQ.D_l&gi~i~§J2~_~_AP~Jy~i_~ __ PrQgrJ).m 
NNRC Mission Statement 
Lj Keogh Publishing and Technology Services 
ftp://techreports.larc.nasa. gov/pub/techreports/larc/94/ abstracts. 94 
Mount St. Helens images 1980-1986 
AN PHOBLACHT/REPUBLICAN NEWS 




COSMIC's PROGRAM CATALOG 
The Military WWWfFTP Sites List 
Preliminary Programme - Portoroz 1995 
ftp://gdead.berkeley.eduipub/gdead/misceUaneous/GDdiscography.11.1 




















I WebCrawler Search Results 
I The query "helicopter" fOWld 336 documents and retumed 36 (results 301 - 336): 
I 000 Welcome to Fort Worth, Texas, USA 000 The Vogon News Service 
000 The Civilized Explorer Travel Information Page 
I 000 ADULT CD-ROMS! 000 http://town.hall.org/Archivesledgar/datai? J 6823/0000716823-<; 5-000002. t~1 
000 ftp';jl~.yi~iQ9,j.~.9.:.~JH~;U~.mjP-!~.Rlt).Yld.~1~l~.im.J~ I 000 Let me tell you bout' yo mama ... 
000 http://,,vww.icba.com/streport/stl132.str 
000 rec.sk.ydiving FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) I 000 istpub.rtf 
000 FERMENT: A Newsletter of Opinion, Science, & the Arts 
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PAPER 88 SAE TECHNICA 7(1-7) CORKER, K.M. PAPER 
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AU 91 SEA POWER 3 2 (35-36) PILOT TRAINING SIMULATOR SNYDER, M. ARTICLE 
AU 91 SIGNAL 45 (11 2 (29-30) FLIGHT SIMULATION N/A ARTICLE 
AU 92 SIGNAL 46 (11 2 (45-47) FLIGHT SIMULATION N/A ARTICLE 
AU 92 SIGNAL 46 (11 2 (37-39) FLIGHT SIMULATION N/A ARTICLE 
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The file platform.mdb contains a Microsoft Access database. The database consists of 
four tables, each containing the numbers and titles of the individual tasks that must be 
trained on a particular air frame as specified in the training manuals of the air frame. Each 
table also contains fields in which further information may be placed. The tables are for 




Task# TaskTitle Doable Done Preq HourRequire 
1000 Conduct crew mission briefing_ 
1001 Plan a VFR flight 
1002 Plan an IFR flight I 
1003 Prepare DO Form 365-4 (Weight and Balance Clearance Form F-
1004 Prepare OA Form 5701-R (UH-60/AH-64 Performance P1anninQ 
1005 Perform preflight inspection 
1006 Perform a 1 O-hour or 14-day preventive maintanance service I 
1007 Perform before-starting engine through engine shutdown checks 
1010 Operate aviation life support equipment 
1014 Main airspace surveillance 
1015 Perform ground taxi I 
1016 Perform hover power check 
1017 Perform hoverinQ fliQht 
1018 Perform VMC takeoff 
1022 Perform traffic pattern flight I 
1023 Perform fuel management procedures 
1025 Navigate by pilotage and dead reckoning 
1026 Perform electronic-aided navigation 
1028 Perform VMC approach I 
1029 Perform a roll-on landing 
1032 Perform slope operations I 
1042 Perform aircraft refueling 
1049 Perform postflight inspection 
I 
1052 Perform simulated engine failure at a hover 
1053 Perform simulated engine failure at altitude 
1058 Perform hover, cruise fliQht , and landing with degraded AFCS I 
1062 Perform ECU/OEC lockout operations 
1063 Perform procedures for stabilator malfunction 
1065 Perform emerQency eQres 
1068 Perform or describe emergency procedures I 
1069 Identify or perform hand and arm signals 
1070 Obtain fuel sample 
1071 Conduct passenger briefinQ 
1075 Perform instrument takeoff I 
1076 Perform radio navigation I 
1077 Perform holding procedures 
1078 Perform unusual attitude recovery 
1079 Perform radio communication procedures I 
1080 Perform procedures for two-way radio failure 
1081 Perform nonprecision approach 
1082 Perform precision approach 
1083 Perform or describe inadvertent IMC proceduresNHIRP I 
1084 Perform command instrument system operations 
1095 Operate aircraft survivability equipment 
1099 Operate Mark XII IFF system I 
2003 Perform confined area operations 
I 
2004 Perform pinnacle or ridgeline operation 
2005 Perform FM radio homing 
2008 Perform evasive maneuvers I 
2009 Perform multiaircraft operations 
2010 Perform rappellinQ procedures 
2011 Perform internal rescue-hoist operations 
2013 Perform paradrop operations I 
2015 Perform stability operations 
2016 Perform external load operations 
2017 Perform internal load operations 
2022 Perform aerial radio relay I 
2044 Perform actions on contact 
2046 Prepare aircraft for mission 
2078 Perform terrain flight mission planning I 




Task# TlIskTitle Doable Done Preq HourRequire 
2079 Perform terrain flight navigation 
2081 Perform terrain flight 
2083 Negotiate wire obstacles I 
2086 Perform masking and unmasking 
2087 Perform terrain flight deceleration 
2088 Identify major US or allied equipment and major threat equipmen 
2090 Perform tactical communication procedures and electronic count I 
2091 Transmit a tactical report 
2094 Perform Quick Fix mission 
, 
2095 Perform flat turn or calibrated flight 
2400 Perform prior-to-maintenance-test-flight checks I 
2401 Perform interior checks 
2402 Perform before-starting engine checks I 
2420 Perform starting engine checks - I 
2424 Perform ECU 10ckout/Np overspeed check I 
2426 Perform acceleration/deceleration check 
2428 Perform electrical systems checks 
2434 Perform baseline and normal engine health indicator test/anti-ice 
2436 Perform before-takeoff checks I 
2437 Perform ground taxi check 
2438 Perform hover controllability check 
2439 Perform SAS checks 
2441 Perform FPS check I 
2443 Perform tail rotor servo check 
2445 Perform ~enerator underfrequency protection disablellow rotor R 
2447 Perform compass/turn ratetvertical_gyro checks I 
2451 Perform takeoff and climb checks 
2454 Perform auto rotation RPM check 
2455 Perform in-flight controllability checks 
2456 Perform maximum power check I 
2457 Perform stabilator checks at 120 KIAS 
2459 Perform FPS/SAS checks during flight 
2460 Perform Vh check 
2466 Perform communication and navigation equipment checks I 
2469 Perform special/detailed procedures checks 
I 
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I 
Task# TaskTitle Doable Done Preq HourRequire 
1000 Conduct crew mission briefing I 
1001 Plan a VFR flight 
1003 Prepare/Validate DO Form 365-4 (Weight and Balance Form F--T I 
1004 Prepare DA Form 4887-R (RW Performance Planning Card) 
1005 Perform preflight inspection 
1007 Perform engine start, run-up, hover, and before-takeoff checks 
1011 Perform straight-and-Ievel flight I 
1012 Perform turns, climbs , and descents , 
1016 Perform hover power check 
1017 Perform hovering flight 
1018 Perform a normal takeoff I 
1022 Perform traffic pattern flight 
1023 Perform fuel management procedures 
1024 Perform emergency procedures for actual or simulated NVG (AN 
1025 Navigate by pilotaile and dead reckoning I 
1027 Perform before-Iandin\l check 
1028 Perform VMC approach 
1030 Perform a shallow approach to a running landing 
1031 Perform confined area operations I 
1032 Perform slope operations 
1033 Perform terrain fliQht mission planninQ 
1034 Perform terrain fliQht takeoff 
1035 Perform terrain flight 
I 
1036 Perform hover aGE check 
1037 Perform NOE deceleration I 
1038 Perform terrain flight approach I 
1041 Perform NVG (ANVIS) PM and operational checks 
1043 Perform MMS operations 
1044 Operate nav~ation system 
1045 Operate communication system I 
1046 Perform emerQency AHRS approach 
1047 Perform analoQ throttle operation 
1048 Perform siimulated SCAS malfunction 
1050 Perform hovering autorotation I 
1052 Perform simulated engine failure at a hover 
1053 Perform simulated engine failure at altitude 
1067 Perform aerial observation I 
1068 Perform or describe emergency procedures I 
1075 Perform instrument takeoff 
1078 Perform unusal attitude recovery 
1079 Perform radio communication procedures 
1080 Perform procedures for two-way radio failure I 
1081 Perform nonprecision approach (GCA) 
1082 Perform precision approach (GCA) 
1083 Perform or describe inadvertent IMC proceduresNHIRP i 
1085 Perform ATHS operations I 
10R7 Perform or describe downed aircraft procedures 
1090 Perform maskin\l and unmaskin\l 
1091 Perform tactical communication procedures and electronic count 
1092 Transmit a tactical report (voice) 
I 
1094 Identify major US or allied equipment and major threat equipmen 
1095 Operate aircraft survivability equipment 
1096 Perform actions on contact I 
1097 Negotiate wire obstacles 
1098 Perform after-landing tasks 
1099 Operate Mark XII IFF System 
1114 Operate 2 .75-inch rocket system I 
1119 Perform firing position operations 
1130 Operate data transfer system 
1 131 Operate airborne video tape recorder I 
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I 
Task# TaskTitle Doable Done Preq HourRequire 
1132 Perform ADSS operational checks 
1139 Select appropriate weapon system 
1140 Operate Hellfire missile system I 
1147 Operate .50-caliber machine gun 
1148 Perform weapons initialization I 
2004 Perform pinnacle or ridgeline operation 
2005 Perform FM radio homing I 
2006 Perform VAPI approach 
2008 Perform evasive maneuvers 
2009 Perform multi aircraft operations 
2018 Reconnoiter and recommend an LZ/PZ I 
2019 Perform a route reconnaissance 
2020 Call for and adjust indirect fire 
2021 Transmit information using visual signaling techniques 
2040 Select a combat position I 
2043 Perform refueling/rearming operations 
2054 Perform target handover to attack helicopter 
2061 Reconnoiter and recommend a holding area 
2063 Perform a security mission I 
2065 Call for and control a tactical air strike 
2066 Perform a zone reconnaissance 
2067 Perform an area reconnaissance 
2082 Perform techniques of movement 
I 
2100 Conduct an adiust-fire mission using the mast-mounted sight an 
2101 Conduct a fire-for-effect mission using the master-mounted sigh 
2102 Conduct a suppression mission using the mast-mounted sight an I 
2103 Conduct an immediate suppression mission using the mast-mou 
2112 Call for and designate for the Copperhead laser-guided munition 
2800 Performance prior-to-maintenance test flight checks 
2802 Perform before-starting engine checks I 
2804 Perform starting engine checks 
2806 Perform engine run-up pilot checks 
2808 Perform system checks 
2810 Perform before-takeoff checks I 
2812 Perform takeoff to a hover 
2814 Perform power assurance check I 
2816 Perform hover power check 
2818 Perform hovering turns I 
2820 Perform sideward flight 
2822 Perform forward flight to ETL 
2826 Perform SeAS check 
2828 Perform heading hold check I 
2830 Perform power cylinder check 
2832 Perform engine response check 
2834 Perform hover/hover bob-up check 
2836 Perform takeoff and climb check I I 
2838 Perform control rigging check 
2840 Perform auto rotation RPM check 
2842 Perform hydraulics-off check I I 
2844 Perform collective anticipation check 
I 
2854 Perform flight instruments check 
2856 Perform communication checks 
2868 Perform before-landing check 
2870 Perform after-landing check 
2872 Perform engine shutdown check 
2874 Perform special/detailed procedures I 
I 
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I Taskll TaskTitle Doable Done Preq HourRe_quire 
1000 Participate in crew mission briefinQ 
1001 Plan a VFR fliQht 
1002 Plan an IFR flight 
1003 Prepare DD Form 365-4 (Weight and Balance Clearance Form F) 
I 
1004 Prepare DA Form 4887-R (RW Performance Planning Card) 
1005 Perform preflight inspecton 
1006 Conduct appropriate maintenance inspection 
1007 Perform engine-start throuQh before-takeoff checks I 
I 
1008 Perform aircraft security check 
1014 Clear the aircraft and maintain airspace surveillance 
1015 Perform ground taxi I 
1016 Perform hover power check 
1017 Perform hovering flight 
1018 Perform VMC takeoff 
1022 Perform traffic pattern fli!jht I 
1025 NaviQate by pilot and dead reckoning 
1026 Perform doppler/omeQa naviQation 
1027 Perform before-landing check 
1028 Perform VMC approach I 
1029 Perform a roll-on landing 
1032 Perform slope operations 
1042 Perform hot/closed circuit refueling 
1053 Perform simulated engine failure at altitude I 
1060 Perform flight with AFCS off 
1061 Perform cruise check procedures 
1068 Perform or describe emergency procedures 
1071 Conduct passenger briefing 
I 
1075 Perform instrument takeoff 
1076 Perform radio navigation 
1077 Perform holding procedures I 
1078 Perform unusual attitude recovery 
1079 Perform radio communicationlintercom procedures 
1080 Perform procedures for two-way radio failure 
1081 Perform nonprecision approach I 
1082 Perform precision approach 
1083 Perform or describe inadvertent IMC proceduresNHIRP 
1098 Perform after-landing tasks 
1099 Operate Mark XII IFF system I 
2004 Perform pinnacle or ridgeline operation 
2005 Perform FM radio hominQ 
2007 Perform aerial observation 
2008 Perform evasive manuvers I 
2009 Perform multiaircraft operations 
2013 Perform paradrop operations 
2016 Perform external load operations I 
2017 Perform internal load operations I 
2039 Operate aircraft survivability equipment I 
2072 Perform emergency procedures for actual or simulated NVG fail 
2075 Operate armament subsystem 
2076 Perform landing area reconnaissance I 
2078 Perform terrain flight mission planning 
2079 Perform terrain flight navigation 
2080 Perform terrain flight takeoff 
2081 Perform terrain flight 
I 
2084 Perform terrain fliQht approach 
2086 Perform masking and unmaskinQ 
2087 Perform terrain flight deceleration I 
2089 Perform nonrated crew duties during a maintenance test flight 
2090 Perform tactical communication procedures and electronic count 
2091 Transmit a tactical report I 
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Task# Task Title Doable Done Preq HourRequire 
2900 Perform prior-to-maintenance-test-fli~ht checks 
2901 Perform before-starling-engine checks 
2903 Perform LCT manual operation check I 
2905 Perform starlin~ en~ine checks 
2907 Perform AFCS evaluation 
2922 Perform engine run-up checks 
2927 Perform AFCS function check I 
2929 Perform droop eliminator check 
2931 Perform torque differential check 
2932 Perform taxi checks 
2933 Perform mechanical rig check I 
2934 Perform baseline and normal en~ine health indicator test 
2935 Perform control position check 
2936 Perform before-hover checks 
2949 Perform speed sweep checks I 
2953 Perform LCT lift-off/retraction check 
2954 Perform auto rotation RPM check 
2961 Perform self-tuning vibration absorber check 
2963 Perform RRPM droop check and thrust rod slippage check 
I 
2965 Perform turbine engine analysis checks 
2966 Perform communication and navigation equipment check 
2967 Perform after-landing checks I 
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Task# TaskTitle Doable Done PrsQ HourRsquire 
1015 Perform ground taxi 
1016 Perform hover power check 
1017 Perform hovering flight I 
1018 Perform a normal takeoff 
1023 Perform fuel management procedures 
I 
1025 Navigate by pilotage and dead reckoning 
1026 Perform doppler navigation I 
1028 Perform VMC approach 
1031 Perform confirmed area operations 
1032 Perform slope operations 
1034 Perform terrain flight takeoff I 
1035 Perform terrain flight 
1037 Perform NOE deceleration 
1038 Perform terrain flight approach 
1053 Perform simulated single-engine failure at altitude I I 
1055 Perform single-engine landing 
1064 Perform terrain flight navigation 
1068 Perform or describe emergency procedures 
1083 Perform or describe inadvertent IMC proceduresNHIRP I 
1142 Engage target with the AWS 
1143 Perform weapons initialization procedures 
1144 Perform target hand over 
1145 Perform IHADSS target tracking 
I 
2004 Perform pinnacle or ridgeline operation 
2006 Perform high/low G flight 
2007 Perform aerial observation I 
2008 Perform evasive maneuvers 
2009 Perform multi aircraft operations 
2018 Reconnoiter and recommend an LZ or a PZ 
2019 Perform a route reconnaissance I 
2020 Call for and adjust indirect fire 
2021 Transmit information using visual signaling techniques I 
2042 Perform laser spot tracker operations 
2043 Perform FARP procedures I 
2044 Perform action on contact 
2049 Search for and identify targets wth the T ADS I 
2050 Select approach weapon system I 
2052 Perform target tracking with the TADS I 
2055 Operate on-board recording system 
2061 Reconnoiter and recommend a holding area 
2063 Perform a security mission I 
2065 Call for and control a tactical air strike I I 
2066 Perform a zone reconnance 
2067 Perform an area reconance 
2069 Perform diving flight 
2072 Perform emergency procedures for actual or simulated NVG fa 
I 
2082 Perform techniques of movement 
2083 Negotiate wire obstacles 
2090 Perform tactical communication procedures and electronic co I 
2091 Transmit a tactical report 
2600 Perform prior-to-maintenance test-flight checks 
2602 Perform interior check:pilot and copilot-gunner station 
2604 Perform before-starting APU checks I 
2606 Perform starting APU checks 
2608 Perform after-starting APU checks 
2620 Perform starting engine checks 
2622 Perform engine run-up checks 
, I 
2630 Perform before-taxi checks 
2632 Perform taxi checks 
2634 Perform baseline and normal engine health indicator test I 
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Tnk# TlIskTitle DOllble Done Preq HourRequire 
2636 Peform before-hover and before-takeoff checks 
2640 Perform hover checks ! 
2642 Perform hover maneuvering checks I 
2644 Perform DASE/HAS check 
2646 Perform visionic systems check I 
2648 Perform doppler drift check 
2650 Perform initial takeoff check I 
2652 Perform cruise flight checks 
2654 Perform auto rotation RPM check 
2656 Perform attitude-hold check 
2657 Perform stabilator system check I 
2658 Perform maneuvering-flight checks 
2660 Perform Vh check 
2662 Perform engine performance check, minimum torque 
2664 Determine TGT limiter setting/contingency power check I 
2666 Perform communication and navigation checks 
2668 Perform weapon systems check 
2669 Perform special/detailed procedures 
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